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MISSON STATEMENT

To build and servixe Pools and equipment 
of superior quality through prompt and 
excellent service, providing peace of 
mind to all clients.

BUSINESS CONCEPT

To use modern technology and equipment to 
stay in line with current market trends.
Employ qualified staff who will provide 
professional and quality service.
To maintain a professional and mutually 
beneficial relationship with all clients
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ABOUT
HARMONIOUS POOLS From humble beginnings, Harmonious Pools has now established 

itself as one of the premier manufacturers and installers of top 
class swimming pools in South Africa. It was back in June of 
1999 that Harmonious Pools first opened for business. 

And right from day one we knew that if we wanted to be the 
leading swimming pool manufacturer in South Africa, we also 
had to lead the way with product development and technology. 
So, from day one we began burning the midnight oil researching 
new manufacturing methods and materials. And we have been 
ever since, with a strong and ever growing team and workforce.

Harmonious Pools specialists and professional pool builders 
and installer are also experts in the construction and 
Engineering field. An array of added services include creating 
custom valves and piping systems and fitting and placing them. 
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BELLVILLE
PUBLIC SWIMMING POOL

The upgrade includes the reconfiguration of the 
main pool from a scum to a rim-flow operation, 
tiling of the pool walls and the replacement of 
filtration pipes. 

39 Voortrekker Rd, Boston, 
Cape Town, 7530
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ATHLONE
SWIMMING POOL

The pool upgrades consisted of replacing all the 
asbestos pipes with new PVC pipes around the 
entire pool area. A fully refurbished basin with 
removal and replacement of all tiles which was 
exclusively imported from Germany.

Hickory St, Athlone, Cape 
Town, 7764
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SEAPOINT
SWIMMING POOL
Lower, Beach Rd, Sea Point, 
Cape Town, 8060
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The remarkable and internationally known Sea 
Point Pavillion pool was realigned with fibre 
glass and the royals Royce of expoxy resins 
applied to give it that everlasting quality finish. 
With an international rimflow standard for quick 
filtration keeping the pool sparkling.



KENSINGTON
SWIMMING POOL
Dapper Rd, Kensington, 
Cape Town, 7404
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Replaced and disposed of all the asbestos pipes, 
with new PVC. The project included paving and 
the slab replacements.



TYGERBERG
SWIMMING POOL
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The Tygerberg pool was in a very rough 
condition. Harmonious Pools returned the sparkle 
by refurbishing the entire pool a complete 
restoration which included tiling, fibre realigning 
and extra touch to bring it back to life. 

Francie Van Zijl Dr, Avenue, 
Cape Town, 7505



MNANDI
SWIMMING POOL
Weltevreden Rd, Rocklands, 
Cape Town, 7798
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The beautiful Mnandi pools, recieved a makeover 
upgrade which included a full refurbish, applied 
realigned fibre glass and resin coating. Restoring 
the pool to to ts full blue glory.



KHAYELITSHA
SWIMMING POOL
Walter Sisulu Drive, 
Khayelitsha
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Harmonious Pools restored the Khayelitsha pool 
with removal of all tiles and refurbishing of the 
pool basin, returning its bright beautiful glow.



ROAD RE-INSTATEMENT
KHAYELITSHA
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Harmonious Pools applied re-tarring of the road, 
ensured all the neccesary safety notices and 
traffic ficilitation was in place. The 
re-instatement was successly sealed cleaned and 
restored to back as new in no time.



CIVIL ENGINEERING
KHAYELITSHA | BULK WATER PIPE REPAIR
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A burst pipe in Khayelitsha required immediate 
attention. Harmonious Pools was on the scene 
with the neccesary machinery and heavy lifting 
staff to get more than 4meters down to the 
damaged pipe. Replacing the pipe and valve with 
special made couplings to ensure it is sealed 
tight. The project repairs ran till into the evening 
but with great success the road was sealed and 
the taps flowing again.



ENGINEERING
SLAB TOP REPLACEMENTS, VALVES & METERS
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No job is to big or too small for Harmonious 
Pools. This project required a custom 
manufuctured slab top that needed to be 
carefully lifted and placed after the damaged 
pipe and meters was replaced. 



PLANTROOM
VALVES & METERS
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The plant room is the heart of any swimming 
pool. Harmonious Pools has all the neccesary 
tools and professional staff to carefully and 
professionally restore or replace any pumps, 
values and mechanical components of your pool.



AWARDS
ACCREDITATIONS 
& MERITS
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Not only a proud and accredited NSPI Pool 
installer. Harmonious Pools also have a proven 
track record that have resulted in prestigous 
awards for the company. One in particular for the 
Sea point Pavillion Pool which has ahieved global 
status and is a tourist attraction.



COMMUNITY UPLIFTMENT 
AND INVESTMENT IN

SOUTH AFRICAN YOUNG PEOPLE
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Dedicated  to the development of young people 
from poverty striken communities on the Cape 
flats. Harmonious pools have been giving back by 
engaging young people in sporting initiatives that 
builds teamwork and have resulted in many wins 
for the young people involved. Harmonious Pools 
sponosored all training, competition entry and 
gear costs for the Dragonboat and indoor soccer 
teams of Wesbank.






